Introduction
============

An alluring aspect of the spin crossover (SCO) phenomenon is its representation of an electronic switch, whereby two distinct magnetic states (high spin (HS) and low spin (LS)) are accessed through variations in environmental factors such as temperature, pressure and light-irradiation.^[@cit1]--[@cit9]^ The dynamic conversion between these states provides a multitude of physical, chemical and electronic variations with which to target potential applications in the data storage and display device arenas.^[@cit2],[@cit3],[@cit10]^

An intriguing characteristic of the SCO effect is the cohort of short- and long-range lattice effects which enable solid state cooperativity, reflected by hysteretic and multi-stepped spin transitions.^[@cit10],[@cit11]^ Multi-stepped spin transitions arise from competing "ferro- and "antiferro-elastic-like interactions and are pursued both fundamentally and with an interest in exploring their novel electronic functionalities for applications such as in ternary and higher-order information storage. In that sense, elastic frustration is of primordial importance to induce multi-stepped character.^[@cit12]^

Among multi-stepped transitions, those of two-step character are the most prevalent in the literature and can be realised through the presence of numerous crystallographically distinct SCO-active sites (*i.e.* \[HS--HS\] ↔ \[HS--LS\] ↔ \[LS--LS\]), a single site with short-range or lower dimensional ordering (*i.e.* \[HS\] ↔ \[HS/LS\] ↔ \[LS\]),^[@cit13]--[@cit17]^ or long-range ordering, in which a mid-temperature phase transition leads to a distinction between previously equivalent sites (*i.e.* \[HS\] ↔ \[HS--LS\] ↔ \[LS\]).^[@cit18]--[@cit23]^ Spin transitions proceeding *via* three or more steps are extremely uncommon^[@cit24]--[@cit27]^ and many examples are poorly structurally characterised compared to two-step materials. The fractional changes in multi-stepped transitions intrinsically require that more complex arrangements of SCO centres establish structural ordering, with the mismatch in coordination bond distances for the LS and HS states imparting significant lattice strain. Notable multi-step examples include the 3-D Hofmann material \[Fe(dpsme)Pt(CN)~4~\]·(guest)^[@cit25]^ (dpsme = 4,4′-di(pyridylthio)methane), which shows formal tristability at fixed temperatures due to overlapping thermal hysteresis of the multi-step transitions and, more recently, an incomplete Devil\'s staircase-like transition in a 2-D coordination polymer,^[@cit26]^ and a four-step transition in a Hofmann-like phase.^[@cit27]^ In this article, we present a rare four-stepped transition in a family of 2-D Hofmann-type materials which is enabled by a synergy between covalent lattice cooperativity and a network of antagonistic host--host and host--guest interactions. Using the elastic frustration present in the \[FePt(CN)~4~\] planes,^[@cit12]^ combined with axial monodentate ligands able to generate weak interactions between each other or with inserted guest molecules, multiple symmetry breaking alongside spin crossover has been achieved.^[@cit13],[@cit28],[@cit29]^ The flexibility of the 2-D lattice, combined with the array of interactions, allows the lattice to accommodate five distinct spin state profiles upon temperature variation. The fractional HS and LS states stabilised here are uniquely related to sixths and present an additional advance toward the theoretical Devil\'s staircase concept which was recently highlighted for SCO systems to describe the series of steps possible in multi-stepped transitions.^[@cit26]^

Results and discussion
======================

Overall structure
-----------------

Single crystal diffraction data were collected on **1^Pd^** and **1^Pt^** at 240 K, representative of the HS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) state, and revealed isostructural materials; henceforth, the structure of **1^Pt^** will be discussed (Tables S1 and S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Overall, the asymmetric unit consists of two unique Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites (½**Fe1** : 1**Fe2**; the ½ : 1 ratio arises due to the former lying on an inversion centre whereas the latter is on a general position), one and a half \[Pt(CN)~4~\]^2--^ groups, three unique saltrz ligands, and four water molecules (Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), thus giving an overall formula of \[Fe~3~ ^II^(saltrz)~6~(Pt^II^(CN)~4~)~3~\]·8(H~2~O). The distorted octahedral Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) centres are each comprised of four equatorially coordinated \[Pt(CN)~4~\]^2--^ metallo-ligands bound through the N-atoms and two axially coordinated N-donor terminal saltrz ligands; this is typical of Hofmann materials. Two-dimensional Hofmann layers of composition \[Fe^II^Pt(CN)~4~\] are thus generated through the bridging of Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites by four coordinating \[Pt(CN)~4~\]^2--^ units ([Fig. 1(a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), with the octahedral Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) geometry completed axially by bound saltrz ligands (coordinated through N1 of the triazole ring), which protrude above and below the Hofmann layer ([Fig. 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These 2-D layers pack efficiently through the inter-digitation of saltrz ligands from neighbouring layers. A 2-D network is produced with sufficient pore area in the interlayer spacing to accommodate solvent water molecules ([Fig. 1(c and d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![(a) & (b) Structural representations of **1^Pt^** highlighting where the **Fe1** (orange) and **Fe2** (yellow) sites are positioned within the 2-D Hofmann square grids and the respective saltrz ligand protrusion and geometry above and below the plane. (c) & (d) Illustrations of the interdigitation and efficient packing of two adjacent 2-D Hofmann grids along the *b*-axis.](c6sc03114e-f1){#fig1}

![Structural representation of a single layer of **1^Pt^** showing the array of adjacent saltrz ligand spacings within the interlayer spacing, defined as small (S), medium (M) and large (L). The resultant pores are filled with different amounts of guest water molecules (red spheres) involved in various host--guest and guest--guest interactions as indicated by dotted lines.](c6sc03114e-f2){#fig2}

A significant driving force for the distinction of **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites is an extensive network of host--host and host--guest hydrogen-bonding interactions facilitated by the saltrz hydroxyl groups. This array of interactions confers significant intra-Hofmann layer (\[Fe^II^M(CN)~4~\]) distortions and a variety of ligand orientations. In particular, the 2-D \[Fe^II^M(CN)~4~\] layers, which lie approximately in the *ac*-plane, show a wave-like undulation highlighted by the relative tilt angle of the Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) octahedron out of the plane and the significant deviation of the Fe--N0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000C angles from 180° (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} and [Fig. 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This quantification highlights a major distinction between **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites, whereby the **Fe1** octahedra are more tilted than the **Fe2** octahedra (*i.e.*, **Fe1**--NC angles show substantially more deviation from linearity) with respect to a perfectly planar Hofmann layer. Notably, within each 2-D \[Fe^II^M(CN)~4~\] layer the **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites are distributed in stripes along the *a*-axis with double ribbons of **Fe2** sites separated by single ribbons of **Fe1** ([Fig. 1(a and b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Of further structural note in distinguishing **Fe1** and **Fe2**, the three crystallographically unique saltrz ligands differ significantly in their geometry and relative interlayer disposition. In particular, the two possible conformations of the appended hydroxyl groups of the saltrz ligands (*cis*- and *trans*- with respect to the bound 1,2,4-triazole nitrogen) are distinctly represented, such that **Fe1** is bound to two *cis*-saltrz ligands and **Fe2** is bound to one *cis*- and one *trans*-saltrz ligand ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Further distinguishing these ligands is a range of Fe--N--N(trz) 'bite' angles, driven by varying host--host and host--guest interactions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall, the combination of different octahedral tilt angles of **Fe1** and **Fe2**, respective Fe--N--N(trz) 'bite angles' and *cis*/*trans*-conformations results in various ligand 'tilting' within the interlayer spacing (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} and [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The most significant consequence of this is the presence of three different spacings between adjacent ligands along the *c*-axis, labeled as small (S), medium (M) and large (L) in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Within these ligand pair spacings two, one or zero hydroxyl groups protrude. The smaller region (S), despite having ligands in close proximity, does not display any hydrogen-bonding interactions and, additionally, does not contain any guest water molecules. The medium region (M) contains both host--host and host--guest interactions. The largest region (L) shows numerous host--guest interactions and host--host interactions in the form of a 1-D chain of water molecules along the *a*-direction. This complex array of host--host, host--guest and guest--guest interactions is depicted in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and summarised in Table S5.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Magnetic susceptibility
-----------------------

Both **1^Pd^** and **1^Pt^** show abrupt and hysteretic four-step SCO character ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Focusing firstly on **1^Pt^** ([Fig. 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), with cooling from room temperature, the *χ* ~M~ *T* values remain constant at *ca.* 3.38 cm^3^ mol^--1^ K, indicating that all Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites are in the HS state. Over the range 215--190 K, a decrease in *χ* ~M~ *T* values is observed followed by a more rapid decrease over the range 190 to 185 K. The step in this region corresponds to a conversion of one-sixth of the HS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites (*i.e.* a resultant 5/6 HS fraction). A plateau with a subtle slope exists over the range 185--160 K. The centre of this plateau region (*χ* ~M~ *T* = 2.12 cm^3^ mol^--1^ K) represents a conversion of a further one-sixth of the Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) HS sites to the LS state (*i.e.*, overall a 2/3 HS fraction). Over the range 160--150 K the *χ* ~M~ *T* values decrease very rapidly with the *χ* ~M~ *T* values at 150 K corresponding to one half of the remaining HS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites converting to the LS state (*i.e.*, 1/6 HS sites remaining). Below 150 K there is a gradual decrease in *χ* ~M~ *T* values such that all of the Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites are in the LS state at temperatures below 90 K (*i.e.*, 0/6 HS fraction). The warming curve shows the same four-step SCO behaviour with hysteresis loops present in the second and third steps (Step 1: *T* ~½~↓↑: 200, 202 K; Step 2: *T* ~½~↓↑: 190, 194 K; Step 3: *T* ~½~↓↑: 156, 162 K; Step 4: *T* ~½~: 104 K).

![(a) *χ* ~M~ *T* and HS fraction *versus* temperature for **1^Pt^** (blue: cooling, red: heating) displaying the complete four-step SCO behaviour. Step regions and *n*HS/HS^total^ for the respective five distinct spin states are indicated. (b) *χ* ~M~ *T versus* temperature for **1^Pd^** (black (○): thermal spin transition, red (Δ): irradiation at 10 K with *λ* = 510 nm and green (□): relaxation in the dark showing photo-excitation properties). Inset: reversibility of photo-induced state using alternating 510 nm ('on') and 830 nm ('off') wavelengths.](c6sc03114e-f3){#fig3}

Complex **1^Pd^**, which also displays four-step SCO behaviour, was assessed for photo-excitation properties by irradiating a thin layer of crystals at 10 K (*λ* = 510 nm, [Fig. 3(b)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A degree of photo-excitation of the LS species to a metastable HS state was observed, with the *χ* ~M~ *T* product reaching saturation at 1.2 cm^3^ mol^--1^ K. This indicates a photo-excitation efficiency of around 30%. The photoactivity process is readily cycled 'on' and 'off' at 10 K with alternating irradiation at wavelengths of 510 nm (LIESST effect) and 830 nm (reverse-LIESST effect) ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (inset)). The *T*(LIESST) value for **1^Pd^** (42 K) is consistent with other 2-D framework materials containing flexible uni-dentate ligands (Fig. S7[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).^[@cit25],[@cit29]--[@cit31]^ It would be of interest to investigate *via* structural methods if the non-quantitative photo-conversion is related to multi-stepped SCO behaviour, whereby a stoichiometric 2/6 HS fraction step, which was bypassed in the thermal SCO for the bulk sample, could be accessed by irradiation, or whether it is related to the strong competition between relaxation and excitation in this low temperature region.

Variable temperature synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction
---------------------------------------------------------

As an initial overview of the evolution of the bulk structure *versus* temperature, powder X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out on **1^Pt^** using synchrotron radiation (280--100 K). The overall thermal dependence of the peak positions reflects a four-step SCO transition ([Fig. 4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Fine analysis of individual patterns reveals the emergence of additional Bragg peaks over the distinct temperature range 195--150 K, indicative of a phase transition. [Fig. 4(b)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} highlights the region 2*θ* = 7--7.5° where additional reflections (*e.g.* (1 --1 --2)) are present at 250 and 100 K, but absent at intermediate temperatures (*e.g.* 170 K). Thus a different crystallographic phase exists over the temperature regions encompassing Steps 2 and 3 ([Fig. 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This re-entrant behaviour occurs such that the high and low temperature regions display the same unit cell and symmetry separated by a unique 'intermediate' phase.^[@cit18]^ Le Bail analysis of individual patterns (performed using the parent cell parameters) was carried out and maps the thermal dependence of the magnetic susceptibility precisely (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), thus confirming the bulk structure--function behaviour.

![(a) Variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction of **1^Pt^** (280 -- 100 -- 280 K), showing the step-wise shift of Bragg peaks mimicking the magnetic data. (b) Representative powder X-ray diffraction images at 250, 170 and 100 K, highlighting a phase transition.](c6sc03114e-f4){#fig4}

Variable temperature single crystal data analysis
-------------------------------------------------

In order to correlate the rare four-step SCO behaviour with structural features and the unusual plateau points (*i.e.* at sixths instead of quarters), variable temperature single crystal data were collected at each plateau region in the magnetic data (Table S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The following structural analysis is focused on the **1^Pt^** analogue.

With cooling over the range 240 to 195 K, the same crystal symmetry and approximate cell parameters are observed representative of the 'parent cell'. Complete structural analysis at 240 K reveals average Fe--N bond lengths consistent with both Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites being in the HS state (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). At this temperature there are two Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites, **Fe1** and **Fe2** present in a 1 : 2 ratio ([Fig. 5(a)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The main structural deviations distinguishing these two sites at this temperature are differing degrees of octahedral distortion, octahedral tilt out of the Hofmann layer plane and relative orientations of saltrz ligands (as discussed above). Importantly for the subsequent SCO properties, we note again that the **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites in this parent phase are distributed within each Hofmann layer in ribbons along the *a*-axis with pairs of **Fe2** ribbons dispersed between single **Fe1** ribbons ([Fig. 6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Asymmetric unit of **1^Pt^** representative of (a) the parent cell (240, 120 and 90 K) and (b) the phase transition cell (192 and 170 K).](c6sc03114e-f5){#fig5}

![(a--e) Structural representation of a single Hofmann layer of **1^Pt^** (saltrz ligands removed) indicating the position of HS and LS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites (polyhedra) within each grid over the four step SCO process. Temperature of data collection, relative HS^*n*^LS^1--*n*^ state represented and Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin state indicated.](c6sc03114e-f6){#fig6}

With further cooling, by 192 K, which represents the Step 1 plateau region, new reflections appear in each of the (½*kl*), (*h*½*l*) and (*hk*½) planes indicative of a three-dimensional unit cell transformation whereby the primitive triclinic symmetry is retained and the unit cell volume less than doubles (Tables S1 and S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Consequential to this phase transition, both the **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites split into two further unique sites, **Fe1(a)**, **Fe1(b)**, **Fe2(a)** and **Fe2(b)** such that there are now twice as many crystallographically distinct Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites as in the parent cell ([Fig. 5(b)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Of relevance to the magnetic properties, the relative ratio of these sites is 1**Fe1(a)** : 1**Fe1(b)** : 2**Fe2(a)** : 2**Fe2(b)**. The **Fe1(a)**, **Fe1(b)**, **Fe2(a)** and **Fe2(b)** sites in this transformed phase are distributed within each Hofmann layer as depicted in [Fig. 6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, whereby there are complete stripes of **Fe1(a)** or **Fe1(b)** chains separated by pairs of **Fe2(a)** and **Fe2(b)** chains, where the two sites alternate along the *a*-axis.

Careful assessment of diffraction images reveals that this new phase is present over the range 192--150 K, representative of Step 2, as observed using powder diffraction. Complete structural analysis at 192 K, representative of the 5/6 HS fraction plateau, indicates that the **Fe1(a)** and **(b)** sites retain an HS character along with the **Fe2(b)** site. The **Fe2(a)** sites show a 0.1 Å decrease in apparent Fe--N bond length indicating a 50 : 50 mixed HS : LS state of short-ranged ordered Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin states ([Fig. 6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, in this phase there are 5HS and 1LS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites (1**Fe1(a)** ^HS^ : 1**Fe1(b)** ^HS^ : 1**Fe2(a)** ^HS^ : 1**Fe2(a)** ^LS^ : 2**Fe2(b)** ^HS^), comprised of long- and short-range ordered spin states, consistent with magnetic measurements and a 5/6 HS fraction.

Structural analysis at 170 K, representative of the 2/3 plateau, reveals that the **Fe2(a)** site converts completely to the LS state as illustrated in [Fig. 6(c)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus, all Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites show long-range ordering of the respective HS and LS states (1**Fe1(a)** ^HS^ : 1**Fe1(b)** ^HS^ : 2**Fe2(a)** ^LS^ : 2**Fe2(b)** ^HS^), with the 4HS : 2LS ratio again agreeing with magnetic data at this temperature. During the abrupt spin transition process of Step 3, the additional superstructure reflections associated with the structural modulation diminish, reverting entirely to the parent cell by 150 K. The 'parent cell' is then retained at low temperatures. Structural analysis at 120 K, representative of the 1/6 plateau, reveals that all of the **Fe2** sites convert entirely to the LS state and half of the **Fe1** sites, resolved as a 50 : 50 mixed HS : LS state of short-range ordered Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin states ([Fig. 6(d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This is consistent with a 1/6 HS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) fraction at this temperature (1**Fe1** ^HS^ : 1**Fe1** ^LS^ : 4**Fe2** ^LS^). As per the 5/6 plateau both long- and short-range ordering of Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin states are represented. By 90 K, a complete LS character is attained for all Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites as depicted in [Fig. 6(e)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus there are 5 magnetically and structurally distinct states for this material, comprising of a range of long- and short-range ordered Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin states and with novel nano-patternings of local spin states.

Magneto-structural rationalisation
----------------------------------

It is clear from the unique Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) site distinctions in both the parent and phase transition states why a multi-step behaviour arises that is associated with integer sixth\'s fractions of HS Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) states, *i.e.*, 3 or 6 unique metal sites are present. What is less evident is why the 5/6, 4/6 and 1/6 states are stabilised in either subtle or distinct plateau regions, whereas other integer sixth fraction states (*e.g.*, 2/6 and 3/6) are bypassed in the very abrupt transition of Step 3.

In general, Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites that are in a relatively less distorted octahedral environment will preferentially undergo an HS to LS transition upon cooling. In this case, the local **Fe1** and **Fe2** octahedral environments are in much the same distortive state (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Considering that the overall intrinsic cooperativity of Hofmann materials stems from the short cyano-bridges of the Hofmann layer efficiently propagating spin state information, distortions within the layer are likely to play a significant role in stabilising the intermediate lattice states. Indeed, Hofmann-layer Fe--NC angles which are more idealised (*i.e.*, 180°) would provide a favorable spin transition pathway owing to π-back-bonding effects. Indeed, here, the **Fe2**--NC angles are distinctly more regular compared to those of **Fe1**, and thus **Fe2** transitions before **Fe1** in the cooling profile. Of course this is a very simplistic rationale as there are evidently many other outer coordination sphere distinctions between **Fe1** and **Fe2** that would contribute to their relative HS stability. In any case, the deviation of these angles appears to only influence the initial onset of SCO and play little role thereafter, remaining essentially constant.

With cooling from the HS state phase, the **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites each distinguish into further unique sites *via* a single crystal phase transition, resulting in a subtle plateau (of four long-range ordered HS sites and two short-range ordered 'mixed' HS/LS sites) followed by a thermally stable plateau (of four HS sites and two LS sites long-range ordered). The driving force for the phase transition and plateau stabilisation is clear when the resultant octahedral distortions are considered (Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Of particular note is the increase in octahedral distortion at a number of these sites with cooling despite retaining an HS character (*i.e.*, Step 1: Σ**^Fe1^** 18° → Σ**^Fe1(b)^**: 23.3° and Step 2: Σ**^Fe1(a)^** 17.6° → Σ**^Fe1(a)^**: 26.4°). This effect, termed negative- (or anti-) cooperativity,^[@cit13],[@cit32],[@cit33]^ which is of antiferro-elastic origin, has been noted previously in systems such as this and dinuclear materials where there are strong coordination pathways between SCO sites. Thus volumetric HS → LS variations of nearby sites are strongly communicated (*i.e.*, lattice cooperativity). As the lattice cannot accommodate these changes, nearby sites must adjust by becoming more irregular, *i.e.*, increased HS stability, thus the term anti-cooperativity is employed to represent antiferro-elastic-like effects. Hence, the Step 1 and Step 2 plateau regions (and the associated phase transition) are enabled by strong lattice cooperativity which results in negative-communication effects and the stabilisation of these sites in the HS state.

A clear feature in the spin transition curve is the abrupt spin state transition of Step 3, which bypasses the potential spin state fractions of 3/6 and 2/6 resulting in a 1/6 HS fractional state. In this step, the **Fe1** and **Fe2(a)** and **(b)** sites, respectively, are no longer crystallographically distinct (*i.e.*, re-entrant phase transition state) and the relative octahedral distortion parameter proceeds in the usual manner. However, it is of note that the **Fe1** site is substantially more distorted at this temperature than at 240 K indicating anti-cooperativity is still a governing factor (*i.e.*, the lattice has not yet obtained energy minimisation). Thus, this abrupt step is facilitated by strong lattice cooperativity, which encourages all of the **Fe2** sites to attain LS character in one step and half of the **Fe1** sites to transition. The fact that both **Fe1** and **Fe2** sites transition in a concerted manner in this step (hence bypassing 3/6 and 2/6 plateau options) further illustrates the efficient lattice cooperativity of this system. Furthermore, it is likely that the distinctly large distortion parameter observed for the **Fe1(a)** site in Step 3 (Σ**^Fe1(a)^**: 26.4°) inhibits a full conversion of all Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) sites to the LS state in this step. Moreover this relatively distorted site enables thermal stability of this state at relatively low temperatures, such that the Step 4 transition to a completely LS state is only thermally accessible at temperatures below 90 K.

Conclusions
===========

In summary, we have presented a rare example of a four-stepped SCO material enabled by the strategic incorporation of structure directing interaction sites (in particular hydrogen bonding sites) in combination with a framework topology with intrinsic solid state cooperativity. The presence of five structurally distinct spin state phases, encompassing a unique array of short- and long-range ordered Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) spin state arrangements, is directly facilitated by these flexible interactions. In particular, lattice distortions are present and stabilised here by a rich variety of host--host and host--guest interactions with the ligand --OH functional group. As distinct from other Hofmann-type materials displaying multi-step SCO, quite different layer periodicity has been obtained as a direct consequence of using an asymmetric ligand. The fact that the specific spin state patternings achieved here are new indicates that there is not one common series of transitions that the Hofmann layer can undergo. This study highlights that multi-stable electronic switching character is achieved though the presence of lattice distortive interactions; however, the variety of multistep behaviours now reported indicate that there is no common structural facet underlying these frustration effects.

With examples of four-stepped spin transitions being rare, detailed studies encompassing parallel structural and magnetic correlations are essential for fundamental appreciation and to enable future targeted synthetic approaches. Our comprehensive structure--function correlation studies highlight the intrinsic necessity to conduct thorough analysis to completely understand such complex behaviours; most significantly, we would state the importance of conducting structural analyses on both bulk powders and single crystal samples over a broad temperature range to ensure that multi-stepped transitions apparent in magnetic susceptibility measurements are not due to the presence of multiple phases with differing SCO behaviours.
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